Abstract-During the period of the Northern and Southern Dynasties, the regimes of northern ethnic minority were everywhere. After the Xianbei nationality began to rise in the northeast, they turned to fight in the east and the west, and established a number of independent regimes. They almost crossed the entire period of the Northern Dynasties. With the establishment of these Xianbei ethnic regimes, the Yuefu lyric poetry has both inherited and newly created in various political powers. It shows differences and uniqueness in the subject matter, content, quantity, and ethnic composition of the author. And at the same time, it presents a certain degree of commonality and succession.
INTRODUCTION
During the Northern and Southern Dynasties, the northern multi-nationals co-existed, thoughts were mixed, the attack continued, and the regime flourished. At that time, the Murong, Qifu, Tufa, Tuoba, and Yuwen of Xianbei nationality all rose one after another, and they established power. Murongwei There are three pre-combination songs, and thirty fan songs. The total is 66 songs. [4] Of these 66 songs, there are at least four songs of "Qi Yu", eight songs of "Kings of Langya", three songs of "Julu Princess Song", and two songs of "Zixuan Ma", three songs of "Murongchui Song", 4 songs of "breaking willow", 5 songs of "Youzhou driver", 1 song of "Murong Luqi", 3 songs of "Longtou" [5] . The total is 33 songs.
Among them, the three songs of "Qiyu" can be found in the Xianbei regime. According to "Old Tang Dynasty-Music Book", "the music of Northern Di is known by Xianbei, Tuyuhun, and the tribe of Ji. All are happy immediately.... Zhou, Sui and Western Liang only have fiftythree chapters left today. The solvable six chapters include Murong Khan, Tuyuhun, Tribe Ji, Princess Julu, Prince Baijing, and Qiyu. Also, they would call "Khan"... According to North Korea's customs, they would call the Lord "Khan". Tu Yuhun and Murong have different kinds of species. They know that this song is the Xianbei song during Yan and Wei dynasties. [6] There are 3 songs of "Mongrong Chuige". In "the book of Jinshu", "Murongjun was Chuiwei". In Gao Renxiong's "Northern national literature narration", "Murong" refers to Murong Yong. "Wu Jun" refers to the army of Murongchui. The whole speech eulogized Murongchui defeating and destroying West Yan [7] . There is 1 song of "Murong Luqi". From the lyric poetry, it is also known as Xianbei songs.
Due to the "Gujin Yuelu", there were a total of 66 songs collected from the Melody of Liang Dynasty and Yuefu songs. In addition to the 33 songs in the Sixteen Kingdoms period, there are still 33 songs, including four songs of "Zixuanma". In "Gujin Yuelu", there is saying that fifteenyear-old boy should go to the army. And it is an ancient poem. People used Northern songs to piece together and process them, removing them. Then, there are 29 songs, which can be roughly considered to be created in the Northern Wei Dynasty. During the period, many songs have been transformed.
The Northern Wei Dynasty unifies the north. And the original 16-nation Yuefu is integrated into the Yuefu lyric poetry of northern Wei Dynasty. "Weishu Yuezhi" contains the end of the Northern Wei Dynasty. There are 500 Yuefu songs [10] . In "The Old Tang Dynasty-Music Book", there are many songs of North Di dynasty, Zhou dynasty, Sui dynasty and West Liang dynasty. There are fifty-three songs in the world. And there are six solvable songs. They include Murong Khan, Tuyuhun, tribal ji, Julu princess, Bai Jing prince and Qi Yu. Also, they would call "Khan"... They know that this song is Xianbei song during Yan and Wei dynasties. After "The Yuefu Poem Collection" in the Wei Dynasty, there is "Boluo Huige". There is "Khan" in the song. All are Xianbei songs during Yan and Wei dynasties. "Weishu Yuezhi" includes "real people"... It is a total of 150 songs. "Old Tang dynasty-Music Book" has North songs in Wei dynasty. That is the so-called "human songs". In addition, "The Yuefu Collection" contains 20 songs of Yuefu in Northern Wei dynasty. It includes Gao Yun's "Prince Joe" and "Roshoxing", Cui Hong's "Sihao Song", Chang Jing's "Fufeng Song", Zu Shubian's "Thousand-mile thinking", Wang Rong's "Dadinv", Xiao Zong's "Listening to Zhong Ming" and "Sorrowful and Falling Leaves", 8 songs of Wen Zisheng's "Dun Huang", "Jiang Nan Qu", "Anding Hou Qu", "Knot Socks", "White Nose" and "Xiangguo Qinghewang Elegy". Sun Kaidi, Yu Guanying, Xiao Difei, Luo Genze, Wang Yunxi, Liu Dajie, Cao Daoheng and other experts verified that there was "The Song of Mulan".
III. CREATION AND EXISTENCE OF YUEFU LYRIC POETRY IN WEST WEI DYNASTY AND NORTHERN ZHOU DYNASTY
The Yuefu poems of Western Wei Dynasty and Northern Zhou Dynasty were included in the "Yuefu Poetry Collection". The songs in the "Country Temple Song" include 12 songs from "Siyuan Qiuge", 4 songs from "Sifangze", 12 songs from "Siwudi Song", 12 songs from "Zongmiao Song" and 2 songs from "Dahe Song". There are 42 songs in total. All are believed to do it. "Yan shooting Song" has 24 songs in "Five Tunes" and is also made by Yu Xin.
"Xianghe Song" includes Xianghe, aria, and four-string, Pingdiao, Qingdiao, Sediao, and Chu-song. In Hengchui Ciqu, there are Hanhengqu and "Qingshang qu." There is a succession of "qin lyrics". The verses are from the north, the hot line, the off-court youth fielding, the Ranger, the Lingyuntai, the ancient music, the Goguryeo, Mei Niang, Dreamland Ci, widow-in-law. These works were mainly written by Yu Xin and Wang Bao. They were mostly written in the Southern Dynasties. After the author's examination, his works were made in the Western Wei, Northern Zhou dynasties.
Yuxin's "Yan Ge Xing" mainly describes the North scenery. It is authentic. "First Army" 1 mainly describes war scenes and is truly sensible. There are "Meiniang" and 10 songs of "Dreamland Ci". There are no similar works in the South dynasty. And "Wu" six words. And the words are more brilliant. After entering the North, they made "Yan Shooting Song" with six words. And they also would make poems with Zhao Wang et al. Zhou Chong in northern area would also make a lot of Hong Shi Jiao.
The second poem of Wang Xi's "Joining the Army" describes the true sensibility. And the king of the North Zhou has the same title. "Expedition People" is the first four sentences of the second episode of "Joining the Army". Only the first word of the second sentence is different. "Yinma Great Wall Cave" describes the battlefield conquest and the bitter cold of the North. There is a true experience of the North. It is the same as the North Zhou. In "Qiangshang nanweiqu", there is a sentence that white jade ask for the good price, and the pearl is difficult to make the investment. The wind has the history of years. It seems to describe individual thinking. "Exit" is a real description. It is due to the actual sentiment of the scenery in the North. In "Ling Yuntai", "Let's read Xiling Dance, it wouldn't be in Ye city". "Xiling" seems to refer to Liangdu in Jiangling. "Yecheng" is the capital of the Northern Qi Dynasty. It seems to be in the Northern Zhou Dynasty. "Goguryeo" uses six words, takes the name of the foreign national kingdom into the subject, the contents of the sadness of life. The sentence patterns and topics are rare in the Southern Dynasties. And there is title in the Northern Wei Dynasty.
Li Delin and Xin Deyuan of Northern Qi, the Northern Zhou Dynasty, the Sui Dynasty, and Xiao Cen of the literary genius between Zhou and Sui dynasty also had Yuefu lyric poetry. Li Delin's "Meeting on the Narrow Road" is not paralleled. The language is shallow and simple. It is made in the Northern Qi Dynasty and the Sui Dynasty. In Xin
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Deyuan's "Cheng Lian", "the solider would go far away, and they can't be back." "They only communicate through the letters, and the customers' cloth is thin." It is similar to the confederacy of the confession, making melody music from the status quo. From Qi dynasty into Zhou dynasty, they would leave home. With all kinds of discomfort, the political situation is dangerous and dreadful. Xiao Cen's "Zhaoge Xing" is simple, and the music could be seen as the same title of Yuefu lyric poetry of North and South Dynasties.
In addition, the local author Zhao Yuwen of the North Zhou Dynasty enrolled "Joining the Army", 2 songs from Xu Qian's "Short Songs", and "Yinma Great Wall Caves".
IV. CREATION AND EXISTENCE OF YUEFU LYRIC POETRY IN EASTERN WEI DYNASTY AND NORTHERN QI DYNASTY
The Yuefu lyric poetry of the Eastern Wei and Northern Qi Dynasty are also mainly found in the "Yuefu Poetry Collection". "Countryside Songs" include 13 songs in "Southern Outskirts", 8 songs in "Northern Outskirts", 5 songs in "Five Rural Songs", 11 songs in "Mingtang Music", and 18 songs in "Music of Enjoying the Countryside". There are 55 songs in total. "Yan Shooting Song" has "Yuanhui Daxiang Song", a total of 10. "Dance music song" has 4 songs of "Ya dance" and "Wenwu dance song". "Xianghe Song" includes Xianghe, aria, four-string, flattone, clear-faced, melody, and Chu-tune. "Guichui" has some thoughts. "Qingshang rhyme" has Jiangnan Lane. "Qinqu" has piliyin, Yilancao, Feilongyin. "Music Songs" include Qisexing, ascension, immortality, dongfei bolao song, Hibiscus Flower, Yellow River, Yongshile , Sigongzi, Hequ tour, road trips, and banquets in the south of the city. There are chanting songs in the "Songs".
